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LaRouche: II Name My
Would-Be Assassinsl
Since certain governments, especially the British

/

monarchy, have a proven capability for assassinating
even

In This Section ...

well-defended

prominent

figures,

physical

security and related precautions are indispensable,
but inadequate by themselves.

The Executive Intelligence Review in recent

The optimal defense against a terrorist kidnapping

weeks has published exclusively the breaking

or assassination today is to name publicly the forces

news of the attempted assassination operation

responsible

against Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., the Chairman

confronts the forces behind the assassination with a

for

deploying

the

terrorists.

This

widely

two-fold problem: the problem of having a "martyr"

acknowledged conceptual architect of the new

lain at their political doorstep, and the additional

European Monetary System launched in the July

problem, that the next assassination-target might be

of

the

U.S.

Labor

Party

and

the

summit of the European Community at Bremen.
On Sept. 7 LaRouche issued a statement from his

New

York headquarters naming the

inspired to take preemptive acti9n against the forces
behind his or her projected killing.

"Black

This security precaution is not absolute, but it

Maltese" networks behind the threat to his life,

obliges the enemy to incur a far;- greater risk and

Ilnd identifying the strategic

conjuncture in

September by which the European Monetary
Fund, Arab Monetary Fund, and the Tokyo
capital market will establish a new gold-linked
world

monetary

system

supplanting

the

International Monetary Fund. It is this new
world economic order - described in depth by
LaRouche

in

the

recently

issued

Intelligence Review supplement,

Executive

"The Facts

Behind the New Monetary System," which the
would-be assassins are intent on preventing.
As a crucial component of the current world
s t r a t e g ic

picture,

therefore,

our

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE report this week
brings

EIR

readers

LaRouche's

Sept.

7

statement, as well as a summary of the "Black
Maltese"

plans

against

Guyana's

former

Foreign Minister Frederick Wills and current
Prime Minister Forbes Burnham, plans which
are integral to the conspiracy against LaRouche.
Wills in particular is internationally celebrated
as a Third World spokesman for the new world

penalty,

and,

in

many

instances

will

deter

the

assassins from completing the project - for fear of
giving credibility to the charges made. The best
protection is good physical security plus naming those
responsible for one's projected assassination in
advance. It is not perfect, but it is the next-best thing
to

preempting

the

situation

by

more

direct

countermeasures.
To my knowledge, I have been targeted for political
assassination during three intervals of my life. The
first, in which our own independent findings are
partially corroborated by an FBI Freedom of
Information Act release, involved elements of the
Communist Party USA as among those mooting the
project, and elements of a Puerto Rican terrorist
group deployed into New York City for such a task.
This was at the close of 1973 and beginning of 1974,
overlapping a coordinate operation which included
"black operations" by high levels of the British
intelligence organization MI-5.
The second was deployed during the summer of
1977,

for which the current crop of international

terrorist forces were to have been deployed.

economic order.
printed here, it is not only his own prior role as

The third was deployed during July 1978, with known
elements of the operation caught red-handed in

6uthor of that economic order which has made

assassination-support

him a potential assassination target, but the
expectation of his continued important influence

kidnapping-murder mode of coordinated deployment

As

LaRouche

pinpoints

in

the

statement

in leading U.S. circles for the policy decisions
ahead.

deployments

and

an

actual

by criminal elements at the entrance to a Detroit
meeting-place.
The abortive

operation

of

July

1978 has

been

refurbished at a higher level of commitment, with

\..
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known elements of British intelligence and Zionist
organizations
operation.

caught

including

red-handed
known

top

in

the

Israeli

overall

assassins

operating on loan in operations against the U.S. Labor

monarchy and the "Black Maltese" oligarchical and
financial

institutions

of

the

City

of

London

and

Canada.
The project as a whole. like the fabled hydra. has

Party within the U.S. as well as other countries.

numerous

tentacles

Through aid of other forces. including most-capable

influential

circles

in

many

allied

to

nations.

Henry

A.

including
Kissinger.

intelligence and security organizations. we now have a

Zbigniew Brzezinski. James R. Schlesinger. and top

true bead on most of the top-most elements of the

elements among certain investment banking firms -

assassination operation. We may not yet know the

such as Lazard Freres and Warburg Pincus - in New

name

of

every

prominent

figure

to

be

held

York City. The tentacles include. at lower levels.
Zionist circles.

leading.

avowedly fascist

accountable. but we know the names of a very large

leading

number. with unchallengeable precision.

organizations. "left wing" and "environmentalist"

Earlier. we have published names of persons and

circles.

and

elements

such

Heritage

doings. In this report. I shall emphasize the nastiest

Germany. circles acting ultra

component of the overall forces involved: a direct and

powers of state institutions. notably in conducting the

witting

financial warfare against the European and U.S.

between

Nazi

and

Zionist

also

the

Foundation. The

alliance

tentacles

as

organizations known to be accountable for these evil

include.

in

West

vires in misuse of

organizations. I do not mean "Nazi" in the looser

Labor Parties which is an integral part of the overall

sense of "fascist"; I mean components of the wartime

assassination-plot operation.

Nazi

political-intelligence

organizations.

including

some of the most brutal of the war-criminals from
World War II.

Bronfman et al.
The figures of Edgar Bronfman and his aide. Major

The Assassination Project

Blumfield. afford a useful point of reference at which
to pick up the threads of the conspiracy as a whole.

I am currently targeted for assassination by the same

Bronfman

exemplifies

those

elements

of

the

network of forces which. during the past thirteen

international Zionist organizations and circles which

months. has murdered such persons as Jurgen Ponto

have been overtly linked to fascist organizations since

of the Dresdner Bank.

no later than 1961. and which at the same time. are

Hanns-Martin Schleyer of

Mercedes-Benz. and former Italian Prime Minister

interlocked at high levels with the British monarchy

Aldo Moro. The organization behind my projected

and the Black Maltese networks generally. This is not

assassination

a matter of allegations or suspicions. but of overt

has

the

same

general

motive

as

governed its actions in the three cited cases.
The central. strategic objective
projected assassination

is

that

of

connections. well-documented.

subsuming the
disrupting the

European Monetary Fund. the Arab Monetary Fund.

Notable is the case of the Permidex entity and a
now-liquidated

former

subsidiary.

conduits

for

distributing funds to fascist groups.

the Tokyo capital market. and collapsing the value of

Bronfman's networks intersect financial and other

the U.S. dollar and the internal U.S. economy itself.

operations of France's Edmond de Rothschild. Both

Ponto. Schleyer. and Moro were murdered because

intersect financial operations of the highest political

they were effective leaders in some aspect of the

ramifications

processes contributing to the success of the kinds of

Gemeinwirtschaft.

policies put forward by President Giscard d'Estaing

leading

and Chancellor Helmut Schmidt at the Bremen EEC

economic-growth" opponents of Chancellor Helmut

"summit" of July 1978.

Schmidt's policies. have interlocked. notably since

These proposals will begin to bring the value of the
U.S. dollar up dramatically as early as September
1978. will promote capital-goods exports from the U.S..

and will establish a gold-linked. new world monetary
system. by passing the International Monetary Fund
and World Bank. and ending the two centuries of
domination of world finance and trade by the City of
London. According to leading spokesmen of the forces

of

figures

the

West

This
are

Germany

bank.

whose

"anti-Bremen"

Bank

fuer

best-known
and

"anti

Willy Brandt's accession to the Chancellory, with the
directorship
Service) .
The

Bank

of
fUr

the

Bundespost

(Federal

Postal

Gemeinwirtschaft. nominally the

largest deposit-facility for the funds of Germany's
trade unions. prominently interfaces City of London
financial operations and certain aspects of Israeli and
Zionist operations. all of which latter are eminently

the

political in quality or principal implications. Although
Bank fur
the
key figure. formerly with
Gemeinwirtschaft. and now leading figure of the

Bremen policies; they regard me as a continuing asset

Bundespost. Walter Hesselbach, is not officially a

to the success of the Bremen agreements. and as

member of the Jerusalem Foundation. a Bronfman

potentially an influential figure among leading circles

centered organization, Hesselbach is justly rated as

who have ordered my assassination. I must die for two
reasons. Not only do they identify me as a principal
conceptual

contributor

to

the

emergence

of

within the U.S.

virtually a member by spokesmen of the Jerusalem

The center of the assassination plot is the British
42
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Hesselbach's most-visible political. institutional and

the Falange. The assorted. main fascist organizations

financial associations subsume every principal aspect

of Eastern Europe. - Ukrainian. Polish. Romanian,

of financial warfare and other attempted violations of

Hungarian. and so forth. are also creations of this

human rights of the European Labor Party in West

branch.
The relevant history of this branch is adequately

Germany.
The Bronfman-Edmond de Rothschild power within
such Zionist organizations as international B'nai
B 'rith (e.g., Basel. Switzerland. a key funding
location

for

international

terrorist

operations)

subsumes the B'nai Brith links to Nazi and other
fascist

organizations

Permidex

case

is

in

various

bloodily

nations.

clear.

The

Although

no

Bronfman link to the key. Interarmco. operation is
established, Interarmco is a problematic case
the Anti-Defamation League has

endorsed persons associated with the most hideous
among all Nazi organizations of World War II. the
Croatian Ustashi. Although U.S. Zionist organizations'
penetrations of the top circles of Shelton's Ku Klux
Klan organization is sometimes passed off as a Zionist
intelligence

penetration

of

that

The Order of Malta moved to Malta after its
dislodgment from Rhodes. It received sovereignty
from the Hapsburg Emperor. Charles V. In 1798
Napoleon conquered Malta for the chief purpose of

breaking up that nest of evil. Part of the disbanded
order

located

and

other

organizations. the fact is that certain Zionist circles
support and run that and other so-called "far right"
organizations.

itself

in

Italy

and

other

Western

European locations. The official Maltese leadership
moved to Russia. where it began an integral and
crucial

intersecting Zionist operations generally.
For example.

summarized for present purposes as follows.

part of

British

intelligence

operations in

Eastern Europe. The Polish branch of the order was
established under the Radziwill family - the same.
At the beginning of the present century. the Russian
based order. allied to the royal house of Yugoslavia.
moved to the U.S. and Canada. However. that branch
left two important branches-besides

the

Yugoslav

branch-behind: the Lebanese
branch.
and the
Bavarian branch. Subsequently. the Eastern branch
reactivated its operations in Europe.
The Bavarian sponsor of this fascist branch of the

The ADL sympathies for Croatian Nazi war
criminals' circles are not some exotic aberration. The

Maltese Order was the Wittelsbach family. including

Lebanese Falange. Israel's puppet-force in Lebanon.
is not only a creation of the Nazis. but is a Nazi

orderly. the Wittelsbach house was a British client.

organization still headed by the Nazi. and devout
Hitler admirer. whom Hitler personally authorized to

Ludwig III and Prince Rupprecht. To keep matters
When the Wittelsbachs created Hitler and the Nazi
Party

of

Bavaria

in

concert

with

Houston

head the organization.

Chamberlain of British intelligence. there was nothing
paradoxical in that co-sponsorship. The hard-core
leadership of the original Nazi party was almost

The Sovereign Knights of Jerusalem

entirely

The splits and regroupments which have occurred in
the Order of Malta since 1798 easily mislead the casual
onlooker. Although there are some good or neutral
persons within some branches of the order. and a
certain portion of the unwitting coopted as public
relations decorations to most. the Order as a whole is a
British-coordinated mass of pure evil. fully justly the
New Testament name. "The Whore of Babylon" for
the

Order's

pre-Christian

origins.

The

most

shamelessly thuggish of the various branches of the
Order is an

entity ordinarily designated as the

Eastern European branch. the Sovereign Knights of
St. John of Jerusalem. Order of Malta. This group is
formerly

distinguished

from

the

strictly

British

branch - the Venerable Military and Hospitaller
Order of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem. from
the Rome-based and French Catholic branches, from
the main German branch. and from the Dutch-led
Prussian and Scandinavian branch - plus the various

Bavarian personalities

sponsored

by the

Bavarian division of the Eastern European branch of
the Order. It was the City of London. with emphasis
upon S.G. Warburg. Hjalmar Schacht's patrons and
guide.

which

brought

Hitler's

influence north of

Bavaria, and it was Schacht and his London backers
who later put Hitler into the Chancellory.
So,

we

have

the

following

Nazi

and

fascist

organizations created and maintained by this branch
of the Order.
The Nazi Party of Germany.
The Nazi Party of Croatia. the U stashi.
The Nazi Party of Lebanon. the Falange.
The various fascist organizations deployed under
the cover of the "Captive Nations" front.
The element of the original Maltese Order families
associated with Italy and Switzerland (Geneva) was
formerly assimilated into the reconstituted Sovereign
Order, based in Rome. but represented otherwise a

priories.
The Eastern European branch is essentially identical

direct interlock between the Rome-based Order and

with

Germany was created by the order. as were the

nobility" forces created the Mussolini regime (e.g.,
the House of Savoy), and were key in the Italian Nazi

Croatian Nazis. the Ustashi. and the Lebanese Nazis.

organization governing the rump government of Nazi-

"fascist

Sept. 1 2-1 7. 1 978

international. "

The

Nazi

Party

of

the Eastern European Order. These Italian "black
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occupied northern Italy during the post-1943 period.

Hence, to say that the British monarchy, the City of

The Zionist circles. including the present Israeli

London. the Black Maltese. the British faction of the

governing circles. complicit in the business. including

Socialist International, and the British Zionists all

key elements of the international B'nai B'rith, are

participate in creating and deploying international

allied with the Lebanese Nazis. the Croatian Nazis.

terrorism ought to generate no

and with the fascist organizations of such nations as

entities are all participating aspects of the same thing.

Italy and France. as well as closely interlocked with
the Eastern European "Captive Nations" groups.

This

same

combination

of

confusion. These

forces

is

also

the

opposition to the Bremen agreements, the backing of
the "environmentalist" ferment, and is the source of

The Zionist links into the Shelton branch of the Ku
Klux Klan are not merely parallel to the same Zionist
faction's links to the Maltese fascists. The Ku Klux
Klan was a resurrection of the treasonous secret
organization, the Knights of the Golden Circle, the
latter suppressed for its role in the assassination of
Lincoln. ("Kyklos" is Greek for "circle.") The
original knights were a British intelligence operation,
established as a continuation of an earlier. Tory,
British intelligence network deployed against the
American Revolution and the constitutional republic.
The Knights' regalia and ritual were parodies of the
costumes and mumbo-jumbo of the Maltese Order.

every notable slander, harassment. and other attacks
against the U.S. Labor Party and its allies in every
part of the world.
There is not a single case of slander, harassment or
other

attack

against

the

Labor

Party

whose

authorship is not now known and proven to emanate
from these indicated circles.
The 1974 Giannettini report. which details the point
that Israeli intelligence has coordinated international
terrorism since approximately 1969, is confirmed not
only by the Klein case, but by many key intelligence
and security services and in large part by our own
direct investigations.
So, we are not astonished, when digging into a dirty

The Overall Networks

harassment operation run against us in New York. to

Apart from Peking intelligence and some odds and
ends, there are three principal. top-most elements to

turn up a notorious. convicted. top Israeli intelligence
assassin in the middle of coordinating that operation.

be considered in the assassination operation. The

Obviously, the list of names of persons who are

topmost layer is centered in the British monarchy and

wittingly complicit either in the assassination project

the City of London. These serve as reference points to

itself, or in slander, harassment and overtly criminal

pull together the "black nobility" of Europe around

operations otherwise integral to the assassination

the Maltese Order. These forces control a powerful
network dominating the international organizations of

to

the Socialist International. These networks created

complicity. They will be named.

and

control.

top-down,

the

principal

operation as a whole. is very long. This list is limited
agencies

and

persons

of

established.

witting

Zionist

organizations.

-Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Guyana End Of Assassination Plot
Printed below is a Sept. 7, 1978 sta tement issued in
New York City by the U.S. La bor Pa rty Nationa l
Executive Committee:

order against the celebrated former Foreign Minister
of Guyana, Mr. Fred Wills.
At present,

a task-force is

deployed.

with the

purported blessing of the Guyanese government, to
We have just received the original text of a libel

maintain heavy surveillance and harassment opera

against U.S. Labor Party Chairman LaRouche first

tions against Mr. Wills. The head of the task-force, a

published in Georgetown. Guyana ten days earlier.

known person, is prepared to arrange an assassination

The slander, issued by a New York City-groomed

if given authorization to proceed. To latest knowledge,

Maoist, one Kester Alves, alleges that LaRouche is

the waiting assassin has been given no "kill" go

notably complicit in an attempted destabilization of

ahead. The slanderer, Alves, is part of the conspira

the

Guyanese

government

by

U.S.

intelligence

agencies.
The facts of the matter, developed with the aid of
most-reliable sources, is that IMF and allied British
agencies are attempting to manipulate Guyana's Mr.
Forbes Burnham into unblocking an assassination

44 COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

torial group attempting to panic Forbes Burnham into
taking responsibility for allowing the murder to be
authorized.
Not astonishingly, the included target of the opera
tion is Mr. Forbes Burnham himself.
Although Mr. Burnham has capitulated to the geno-
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